THE SPANISH WAR
between life and death., and when lie recovered lie re-
ceived not only the Military Medal but command of one
of the tabors (battalions) with the rank of major. He
was then just twenty-three years old.
General Jose Millan d'Astray, one of the most romantic
figures of the Spanish Army, who, with his bullet-scarred
face, his empty sleeve, and his limp, is the legendary hero
of Spain's reconquest of Morocco, had at that time under-
taken the foundation of a new Spanish Foreign Legion,
which was to be predominantly Spanish, but in which
foreigners could enlist.   He wished to make of this body
a regiment second to none, and he was therefore looking
round him for officers of exceptional courage and value
and at the same time of the highest military attainments.
One of the first he picked on was Major Franco.   The
young officer, still affectionately called Franquito, thus
became officer in command of the first bandera of the
Tercio? as the Legion was called, and second in command
of the Legion itself.   Millan d* Astray, ably seconded by
young Franco, then set to work to make the Legion, for
valour and discipline, that which it now is—one of the
finest bodies of colonial troops in the world.   Through
the next few years. Major Franco, with his companions
in arms, the one-armed, one-eyed Millan d? Astray, the
brave Sanjurjo—lolled in an aeroplane accident while
speeding from Portugal to throw in his lot with the
present movement—and Yague with his lion's mane of
then yellow, now white hair, spent eleven months in the
year fighting and training the banderas of the new Legion.
It was among such men that Franco made a reputation
for bravery, and they were the best of judges.   At this
time he always rode at the head of his battalion of the
Legion on a white horse, and when it went into battle he
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